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Abstract—Wave energy converters (WECs) are still at an
earlier stage of development when compared to other variable
renewable energy systems based on wind or solar power. Indeed,
only a few WECs have exported power to electric grids until
recently. Thus, the development of mathematical models able
to represent essential aspects of the system and its connection to
the grid becomes fundamental to assess the impact of integrating
wave power to grids. This work develops a fully integrated wave-
to-wire model, where an electrical model that has re-configurable
dynamic models of rotary and linear generators (with controllers)
to accommodate different types of oscillating-body systems is
interfaced with the WEC hydrodynamic and mechanical models.
A complete wave-to-grid model is presented by integrating the
generator system model, an electrical grid interface unit and a
network equivalent for the receiving grid in a unified simulation
environment with the WEC-Sim, an open-source tool widely
used for simulating the dynamic behaviour of WECs. Numerical
simulation studies are presented considering different operating
conditions for the grid integration of a floating body that is
connected to either an hydraulic power take-off system or a
direct-drive system.

Index Terms—Wave energy, Wave-to-wire, Grid integration,
Power electronics

I. INTRODUCTION

To date, only a few wave energy converters (WECs) have
delivered power to external grids. Examples of such devices
include oscillating wave column (OWC) devices like the
LIMPET on the Scottish island of Islay, the Oceanlinx demon-
stration tests in Australia, and the Pico Power Plant, which
provided power to a regional grid in Portugal during many
time intervals from 2000 to 2016 [1], [2]. Other examples are
the Wave Dragon, which delivered electricity to the grid in
Denmark during prototype tests [3], and WECs deployed at
the EMEC wave test facility in Orkney, Scotland, e.g., the
Pelamis, Oyster, and Penguin Wello Oy [4].

A number of numerical simulation studies have been per-
formed aiming at studying different aspects of grid integration
of wave power, such as energy storage systems (ESSs) for
power smoothing, evaluation of integration effects in weak
grids and control of power electronics [5]–[8]. However, as
discussed in a recent review on the topic [9], most studies
on grid integration aspects of WECs do not fully consider
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the hydrodynamic characteristics of the WECs in the wave-to-
wire models. As with other variable renewable energy systems
that involve several disciplines, there is a tendency of treating
separately the aspects related to hydrodynamics and electrical
engineering in wave energy research.

The objective of this work is to develop a fully integrated
wave-to-wire model including an electrical grid interface and a
network equivalent for the receiving electric grid. In addition,
the model is intended for different types of oscillating bodies.
To this end, the model of electrical systems - from the power
take-off (PTO) to the electric grid - are developed and inte-
grated with the WEC hydrodynamic and mechanical models.
The electrical model is referred as PTO-grid interface model
and consists of generic dynamic models of rotary and linear
generators with controllers, an interface unit including power
electronic front-end with controllers and a simplified electrical
ESS, as well as an equivalent model of an electric grid. The
complete wave-to-grid model will be of use in the testing
phase of the Horizon 2020 IMPACT project, which proposes a
dual hardware-in-the-loop testing platform for different types
of WECs [10].

To illustrate the functionalities and possible applications,
the PTO-grid interface model is integrated with the WEC-
Sim tool [11], a state-of-the-art WEC simulation tool that
solves the multi-body dynamics, including hydrodynamics
and calculation of mooring and PTO forces [12]. WEC-Sim
has been used in different applications, e.g., in [13] the
power profiles obtained through the tool were used as input
to PLEXOS for sizing of battery storage capacity and grid
integration analysis. However, the aim in the present paper
is to provide an extension to WEC hydrodynamic models,
or simulation tools, by incorporating numerical models of
electrical systems in an unified simulation environment. In
such a way, relevant dynamics of the entire energy conversion
process are considered from the incident waves to the grid
connection, and relevant interactions can be depicted.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II outlines the dynamic modelling of oscillating bodies
considering two types of PTO systems: hydraulic and direct-
drive. Section III and IV present the PTO-grid interface model
including its characterization and main limitations. Section V
presents numerical simulations including the integration with
WEC-Sim models, and Section VI concludes the paper.
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II. EQUATION OF MOTION OF OSCILLATING BODIES

In contrast to wind energy, where three blades horizontal-
axis wind turbines are a clear dominant configuration, wave
energy systems have not yet converged to a standard design.
A large number of different wave energy technologies have
been developed worldwide displaying different ways to absorb
energy from the ocean waves [14]. This paper focuses on the
broad class of WECs known as oscillating bodies. In these
WECs, rigid bodies typically move with waves and produce
electrical power either directly by means of a linear generator
or through intermediate mechanical and hydraulic machinery,
depending on the type of PTO system.

Under the assumption of linear hydrodynamic theory, the
motion of a floating body can be described by the superposi-
tion of the wave excitation force (fe), radiation force (fr), the
force produced by the PTO mechanism (fp), restoring forces,
as well as mooring and viscous forces. For simplicity, mooring
and viscous effects are neglected here and only vertical motion
is considered. Then, the body motion can be expressed as:

mẍ(t) + Sx(t) = fe(t) + fr(t) + fp(t) , (1)

with the radiation force being given by [15]:

fr(t) = mr(∞)ẍ(t)+

t∫
0

hr(t− τ) ẋ(τ) dτ , (2)

which represents the force produced by waves generated by
the oscillatory motion of the body, and the excitation force
being given by:

fe(t) =

∞∫
−∞

he(t− τ) ζ(τ) dτ , (3)

which represents the force due to the incident waves ζ. In
(1)-(3), x is the vertical position of the body, m is the body
mass, mr(∞) is the infinite-frequency added mass coefficient
defined with the asymptotic values of the added masses at
infinite frequency, S is the buoyancy stiffness, the convolution
term of (2) is known as fluid-memory model [16], and he is
the inverse Fourier transform of the excitation force transfer
function (TF). The hydrodynamic parameters of the floating
body are commonly calculated via frequency-domain bound-
ary element method (BEM) codes, such as WAMIT [17].

In deep water, wind-generated waves are usually categorized
as a Gaussian stochastic process and approximated as a
superposition of a finite number of sinusoidal waves from a
wave spectrum S(ωa) [18]:

ζ(t) =
m∑
i=1

√
2S(ωai)ωai cos(ωait+ ϕi) , (4)

where ωai and ϕi are the angular frequency and random phase
of the i-th wave component, respectively. The wave spectrum
can be characterized by defining a sea state with a certain
significant wave height Hs (in meters) and a peak period Tp

(in seconds). In addition, different spectral formulations can

be adopted for S(ωa). In this paper, the JONSWAP spectrum
is considered in the simulations. This spectral formulation is
based on wave measurements carried out in the late 60’s for
a program known as the Joint North Sea Wave Project.

The PTO force fp depends on the type of PTO system
utilized for the wave energy conversion.

A. PTO force of a generic system

For studies focusing on hydrodynamic models only, it is
usual to consider a generic PTO with a spring-damper model,
with the force being defined as:

fp(t) = −Bpẋ(t)− Spx(t) , (5)

where Bp is the damping coefficient and Sp is the stiffness
coefficient.

B. PTO force for an hydraulic system

This paper considers an hydraulic PTO with a double acting
piston, high and low pressure accumulators and an hydraulic
motor, as described in [19], [20]. The piston is activated by
the body motion and injects pressurized fluid in the hydraulic
system. Then, the motor is driven by the flow resulting from
the pressure difference between the high and low pressure
accumulators. The resulting PTO force is given by [20]:

fp(t) = (pA(t)− pB(t))Ap , (6)

where pA and pB are the pressures at upper and lower parts
of the piston, respectively, and Ap is the piston area. The
full dynamic model of the hydraulic PTO showing how the
pressures and fluid flow are calculated is described in [19]
and omitted here for brevity.

C. PTO force of a direct-drive system

In direct-drive PTO systems, the generator captures the
wave power directly from the motion of the floating body
without the use of intermediate fluids, as in systems with
hydraulic or pneumatic machinery. In this paper, the velocity
of the floating body drives a linear generator with stator in
the WEC spar and magnets in the rigid body [19]. As the
body moves, it changes the magnetic field surrounding the
coils, generating electricity. Then, the PTO force applied to
the body is the electromagnetic force of the generator. This
force will be described in Section IV-A.

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PTO-GRID INTERFACE
MODEL

The PTO-grid interface model consists of a set of functional
blocks representing the energy conversion process from the
PTO electrical output to the receiving electric grid, as illus-
trated in Figure 1. The main functional blocks of the developed
numerical model represent:

• Generic dynamic model of rotary and linear generator
with controllers.

• A grid interface unit consisting of a model for a power
electronic front-end with its controllers, and a simplified
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Fig. 1. Overview of a wave-to-wire model for oscillating bodies including grid interface and electric grid model. The main components of the PTO-grid
interface model are highlighted.

model of an electrical energy storage device that can be
optionally connected.

• A network equivalent model for the receiving electric
grid.

A summary of the modelling approach for the PTO-grid
interface model is presented in this section, including a brief
overview of the inherent limitations of the models.

A. Electric generator and machine-side converter

The objective is to represent the main functionalities of an
electric generator in a variety of oscillating body systems,
regardless of the type of electric machine and drive utilized.
Then, this block should represent a generic system, which
inherently excludes representation of non-linear characteris-
tics. The model is characterized by an efficiency gain plus a
reduced-order transfer function that captures the most domi-
nant modes of the electric machine dynamics and the drive
system controlling the generator. As different types of PTO
can be utilized for oscillating bodies, the generator model
includes the implementation of speed, torque or force control.
The machine-side converter operates as a controlled current
source. The electrical power is calculated through a look-up
table with machine speed and torque as inputs.

B. Electrical interface between PTO output and grid

A power electronic converter allows the WEC generator
to operate at variable speeds by decoupling the rotor speed
from the electrical frequency of the grid. A fully rated power
electronics topology is adopted, as this is the most common
topology in wave energy systems [9], [21]. The grid-side
converter (GSC) is represented by an average model converter
controlling the dc-link voltage and the reactive power injected
into the grid through cascaded control loops. In this way, the
model is computationally efficient as relatively large time steps
can be used, e.g., 100 µs. However, it should be highlighted

that while an average converter model is suitable for repre-
senting converter dynamics in power system studies, it cannot
represent effects associated to the switching (e.g. ripple, high
frequency harmonic distortion).

C. Electric grid

The grid is represented by a Thévenin equivalent circuit,
i.e. a voltage source in series with an impedance, which is a
general representation for every power system. Thus, different
grid conditions can be conveniently emulated.

IV. PTO-GRID INTERFACE MODELLING

This section presents the models of the generator, the
electrical interface unit and the electric grid.

A. Electric generator

Without loss of generality, we consider the electromagnetic
equations of the permanent magnet synchronous generator
(PMSG) in dq reference frame [22] to illustrate the derivation
of the reduced-order transfer function. However, the simplified
generic model is representative of any electric generator sys-
tem following specific assumptions made with respect to the
type of machine. For instance, for the PMSG it is assumed that
the generator is operating below the field-weakening speed.

On this basis, the simplified drive structure is composed
of a generic drive model which consists of a converter with
current control, and a synchronous machine connected to a
mechanical load. Fig. 2 illustrates the block diagram of the
current control represented by decoupled PI current controllers
in a synchronous dq reference frame. In Fig. 2, the power
converter is approximated by a first-order transfer function
with a time constant of T0 seconds, vs, is, Rs, and Ls

represent the stator voltage, current, resistance, and inductance,
respectively, the subscripts d, q represent d-axis and q-axis,
kp0 and Ti0 are the controller parameters, and s is the Laplace
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of a current controller for a generic drive system.

TABLE I
GENERATOR CONTROL IN OSCILLATING BODY WECS

Generator
functionality: Generator control: Examples: Oscillating

bodies with
Power conversion
only

Constant speed
control

Hydraulic PTO and
accumulator smoothing

Optimization of prime
mover efficiency

Variable speed or
torque control

Variable speed
hydraulic turbines

Device damping
(direct influence on
the body motion)

Torque control or
force control

All-electrical or
direct-drive PTOs

operator. For simplicity, the dynamic effect of T0 is neglected,
as it is much faster than the slow dynamics of the wave energy
system. In addition, by setting the integral time constant to
Ti0 = Ls/Rs, there is a zero-pole cancellation as described
in [23]. Then, the closed-loop transfer function for the block
diagram in Fig. 2 becomes

Gdq(s) =
kp0

sLs + kp0
. (7)

By assuming that the PMSG is operating below the field
weakening speed, the d-axis current isd is equal to zero [22],
and (7) represents the closed-loop transfer function of the PI
controller in the q-axis, which can be rewritten as:

G(s) =
1

sTg + 1
, (8)

where Tg=K−1
p0 Ls is the time constant.

The current control in an electric machine is essential
for manipulating the electromagnetic torque and magnetic
flux. The electromagnetic torque for speeds below the field
weakening is calculated as [22]:

Te(t) = Keisq(t) , (9)

where Ke=1.5 p ϕf , p is the generator pole pairs number and
ϕf is the permanent magnet flux linkage. In addition, the ma-
chine speed is calculated from Newton’s second law of motion:

ω̇m =
1

Jm
(Tm − Te − Tf ) , (10)

where Tm is the mechanical torque, Tf represents losses, and
Jm is the combined inertia of the generator and mechanical
load, e.g., a hydraulic motor in the PTO system.

For a linear generator, the current manipulates the electro-
magnetic force. In this case, it is assumed that the d-axis is

aligned with the stator flux of the generator. By analogy with
(9), the electromagnetic force can be calculated as [19]:

fp(t) = kmisq(t) , (11)

where km = π/µmϕfd, µm is the magnet pole pitch, and ϕfd

is the stator d-axis flux linkage.
The reference for the current control can be obtained from

either the torque or speed control system of rotary electric
generators. For linear generators, the reference is obtained
from the force control system. Table I summarizes the types of
generator control commonly used in oscillating-body systems,
as discussed in [24].

1) Torque control: The q-axis current is manipulated to
obtain the desired torque reference Te,ref . From (9),

isq,ref = k−1
e Te,ref , (12)

where the reference is determined by a higher-level controller.
2) Speed control: It consists of a cascaded control where

the outer loop is a PI controller regulating the machine speed
and the inner loop is the current control (8). In this case, the
current reference is calculated as:

isq,ref = −kpg

(
sTig + 1

sTig

)
ϵ , (13)

where ϵ = ωm,ref − ωm is the error signal, ωm,ref is the
machine speed reference, kpg and Tig are the speed controller
parameters. The inner current control is much faster than the
outer loop, as the dynamics of the outer loop are dictated by
the mechanical system. Then, an ideal inner control loop is
assumed for the purpose of tuning, and the parameters of the
speed controller can be set as [25]:

kpg = ωsp
B Jm , Tig =

4

ωsp
B

, (14)

which should result in a critically damped transient response
with reduced overshoot. Notice that the mechanical torque
oscillations caused by the wave power oscillatory nature will
have a significant effect in the system response. To avoid
the amplification of such oscillations, the speed bandwidth
frequency ωsp

B is set to 10 rad/s in this work.
3) Force control: By analogy with (12), the current isq is

obtained from the desired force reference fp,ref . From (11):

isq,ref = K−1
m fp,ref , (15)

and the force reference is determined by a higher-level con-
troller, e.g., to optimize the wave energy absorption.

B. Electrical interface between PTO output and grid

1) Grid-side converter: The grid-side converter is respon-
sible for regulating the dc-link voltage, which is required
for the proper operation of the back-to-back voltage source
converters (VSCs). The GSC is a three-phase VSC consisting
of six IGBTs connected with free-wheeling diodes, as shown
in Fig. 3. The VSC can be represented in the synchronous
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the grid-side voltage source converter.

reference frame using the well-known Park Transformation.
The ac-side dynamics of the VSC is given by:

L
d

dt
idq = Edq − udq − ωLJidq , (16)

where idq , Edq , and udq represent, respectively, the ac current,
ac voltage, and output voltage of the converter before the
filter inductor in dq coordinates. Furthermore, ω is the angular
frequency of the reference phase voltage, L is the sum of
grid inductance and output filter inductance, and J is the anti-
symmetric matrix, defined as

J =

[
0 1
−1 1

]
.

For the control system design, it is assumed that the dynam-
ics of the inductors (16) are much faster than the dynamics of
the capacitor at the dc link. Then, the control design is based
on cascaded control loops where the inner loop is the current
control and the outer loop is the voltage control.

The objective of the inner control loop is to guarantee that
idq follows the reference i∗dq . Following the dq-representation
of the current dynamics (16), the output voltage reference u∗

dq

is defined as:

u∗
dq = Edq − ωLJidq +

(
kp1 +

ki1
s

)
(idq − i∗dq) , (17)

which includes the voltage Edq and a cross-coupling term
to eliminate the term ωLJidq . The proportional and integral
actions represented by gains kp1 and ki1 eliminate the steady-
state error between idq and its reference i∗dq . Fig. 4 shows a
schematic of the inner loop. For simplicity, modulation delays
are neglected and it is assumed that udq=u∗

dq .
The objective of the outer control loop is to regulate the dc

voltage, which relies on the dynamics of the capacitor. From
the power balance in the dc-link,

Pcap = Pdc − Pac , (18)

where Pcap is the power at the capacitor, Pac is the power
at the ac-side and Pdc is the power at the dc-side. The sign
convention is indicated by Fig. 3. The power balance can be
re-written in terms of voltages and currents to represent the
dynamics at the dc-side:

C
d

dt
vdc = idc −

3Edi
∗
d

2vdc
, (19)

Fig. 4. Grid-side converter control.

where vdc is the dc voltage at the capacitor and idc is the
current from the WEC.

The dc voltage can be regulated through the current id by
using the following PI controller:

i∗d =

(
kp2 +

ki2
s

)
(vdc − v∗dc) , (20)

where kp2 and ki2 are the parameters of the outer PI control
loop and v∗dc is the dc voltage reference.

It should be noted that modelling electrical components
in a synchronous reference frame is a common practice for
both electrical drives and grid-connected converters. However,
the orientation of the axes and the corresponding association
of the d and q components to active and reactive power
(magnetization) is traditionally different for such systems.
More specifically, the active power is associated with the q
component in motor drives and with the d component for grid-
connected converters. Both conventions are also applied here
to keep consistency with the literature.

2) Electrical energy storage: The ESS represents a simpli-
fied model of a battery-based system, which is emulated using
a current source controlled by a PI controller. The reference
for the battery controller is the power obtained after low-
pass filtering the WEC output power. In this way, the battery
smooths the power produced by the WEC, absorbing surplus
or providing power when there is a power shortage. The ESS
includes a simple state of charge (SOC) estimation based on
Coulomb counting [26].

C. Electric grid

In this paper, the medium voltage and the distribution
transformer are replaced by an equivalent voltage source. The
equivalent impedance is an RL impedance, as the capacitance
of the medium-voltage line is neglected. The strength of the
grid is emulated by modifying the RL impedance, which can
be described in terms of the short circuit ratio (SCR). The
Thévenin impedance LTH is calculated as follows:

LTH =
v2n

2πfn

1

SCL
=

v2n
2πfn

1

SCRPwn
, (21)
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where vn represents the nominal voltage, SCL is the short-
circuit level, and fn is the nominal frequency. The SCL is
calculated using the SCR and the nominal power of the WEC
Pwn. The Thévenin resistance RTH can be calculated by using
the X/R ratio directly as

RTH =
2πfnLTH

X/R
. (22)

V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

This section presents numerical simulations carried out with
the full wave-to-wire model in MATLAB/Simulink. The PTO-
grid interface models is integrated with the WEC-Sim tool,
which solves the equation of motion of the body including
the implementation of the PTO systems. The models of the
electric generator (Section IV-A) are implemented in the
WEC-Sim environment inside the PTO-sim blocks for each
one of the PTO systems considered, and the grid-side models
are implemented using the Blocks Libraries and the toolbox
Power Systems Blocks.

The simulation models in the grid-side require a sampling
frequency of at least 10 kHz for proper representation of
the dynamic behavior. However, this sampling frequency is
not necessary for representing the dynamics of the WEC-
side models, and indeed make the computation time extremely
slow. To transfer data between blocks operating at different
rates, and to maintain the running time of the model to
acceptable levels, the integration is performed by adding the
block Rate Transition, as indicated by Fig. 5. This figure
also shows a feedback through the variable “Flag to PTO”
to illustrate the fault-ride through (FRT) capability of the
generator. This flag informs the WEC to disconnect the PTO
in case a grid fault is causing a voltage dip lower than the
allowed limits and for longer time than an acceptable threshold
(150 ms in this paper). Conversely, the generator must remain
in operation.

A. Simulation parameters
The point absorber Reference Model 3 (RM3) available in

the WEC-Sim library is utilized in the simulations. The RM3 is
a two-body point absorber WEC with a floating part oscillating
relative to a vertical column spar buoy. The WEC and its main
dimensions are illustrated in Fig. 6. The input to the full wave-
to-wire model is a sea state characterized by the JONSWAP
spectrum. Two sea states are considered here, as defined in
Table II. The main parameters of the PTO-grid models are
shown Table III.

Rate transition

Fig. 5. Integration of WEC-Sim and grid-side models in MATLAB/Simulink.

Fig. 6. Schematic of the point absorber RM3 [11].

B. Case studies

The case studies (CS) in this paper aim to show the
main capabilities of the PTO-grid interface model and the
integration with the WEC models. The point absorber RM3 is
initially connected to a hydraulic PTO (CS1) and subsequently
to a direct-drive PTO (CS2).

1) Grid connection of the RM3 with hydraulic PTO: Fig. 7
and Fig. 8 show the results of the CS1 from the incident waves
to the active power exported to the grid, including the main
variables of the WEC and grid-side models. In this case, the
grid has strong characteristics (SCR=25) and the generator
is operating with torque control, which is switched on 100 s
after the simulation started and the mechanical system is
at steady state. To minimize transients, and following usual
requirements from grid codes, the power is initially exported
as a ramp to the grid from 130 s. The aim of CS1 is to illustrate
the behaviour of the integrated models when there is a fault
condition in the grid causing a drop of 30% in the grid voltage
from 140 s to 140.1 s. As the low-voltage operation lasts less
than the specified threshold time, the WEC generator should
remain connected to the grid, as indicated by the continuous

TABLE II
SEA STATES CONSIDERED IN THE SIMULATIONS.

Sea state Hs (m) Tp (s)
S1 3 8
S2 3.5 10

TABLE III
MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE PTO-GRID INTERFACE MODELS.

Parameter Value Unit Description

Tg 15 (10) ms Current control time constant for
the rotary (linear) generator

ke 10.8 Nm/A TF gain between torque and current
km π/0.009 N/A TF gain between force and current
fn 50 Hz Nominal frequency

vn,Vac 800, 400 V Nominal dc and ac voltages
Pwn 100 kW Nominal WEC power
X/R 7 - Reactance and resistance ratio
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Fig. 7. Simulation results: Timeseries of WEC-side variables (CS1).

operation of the generator in Fig. 7.d, and by the variable
“Flag to PTO” in Fig. 8.d. The left side of Fig. 8 shows the
results from 120 s to 180 s, while the right-side zooms in the
time interval from 139.98 s to 140.22 s to better illustrate the
transient behaviour. It can be observed that the voltage drop
causes an increase in the d-axis currents (Fig. 8.e) and small
oscillations in the dc voltage (Fig. 8.a) during a short-time
transient, but it returns to the nominal value afterwards.

2) Grid connection of the RM3 with direct-drive PTO:
As in previous case, the power produced by the WEC is
initially exported as a ramp at 130 s. The CS2 illustrates
the integrated models when the full system is under normal
operating conditions and the WEC is connected to a weak grid
(SCR=5) through an interface that either does not include an
ESS (Fig. 10 at the left) or includes a simplified ESS (Fig. 10
at the right). Fig. 9 shows the main variables of the WEC-side
models. In this case, the generator is operating with force con-
trol with reference defined by (5). The plot of the PTO force
is omitted here, as the force is proportional to the generator
current. For the case without ESS, the power exported is highly
oscillatory, as the direct-drive PTO does not have any short-
term energy storage capabilities as the hydraulic PTO does.
Then, an impact on the grid is observed, as can be seen in the
oscillatory behaviour of the dc voltage and ac grid voltage.
Conversely, the use of a battery illustrates how the produced
power from the WEC can be smoothed before being delivered
to the grid. As a result, the impact on the grid is not significant.
Although the grid has weak characteristics, the injected power

Fig. 8. Simulation results: Timeseries of grid-side variables (CS1). Left: 120
to 180s; Right: Zoom in transient period from 139.98 to 140.22 s.

of the WEC is small compared to its rated power. Notice that
in the grid model, the rated power of the WEC is used for
calculating the grid impedance, as expressed by (21).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A fully integrated wave-to-wire model was presented for
studying the grid connection of oscillating-body systems. A
model representing the dynamics from the electric machine to
a receiving grid was developed and integrated with hydrody-
namic and mechanical models of the WEC. In such a way,
relevant dynamics of the entire energy conversion process are
considered and relevant interactions can be depicted.

Numerical simulation results were presented to illustrate the
model functionalities and possible applications. The case stud-
ies are representative of normal operation and operation under
the most common abnormal conditions in the grid. The results
have confirmed that the model behaves as expected and that
the running time is compatible with the needs for practical use.

The model of the electric machine and drive system are
represented as a reduced order transfer function to easily
accommodate different types of PTOs. As this is a generic
model, non-linear characteristics which are specific to the
types of machine are not well represented. In addition, the
grid-side converter is represented by an average model con-
verter which is suitable for representing converter dynamics in
power system studies, but not suitable for representing effects
associated to the switching, such as ripple and high frequency
harmonic distortion.
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Fig. 9. Simulation results: Timeseries of WEC-side variables (CS2).
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